One of the major targets for next-generation cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments is the detection of the primordial B-mode signal. Planning is under way for Stage-IV experiments that are projected to have instrumental noise small enough to make lensing and foregrounds the dominant source of uncertainty for estimating the tensor-to-scalar ratio r from polarization maps. This makes delensing a crucial part of future CMB polarization science. In this paper we present a likelihood method for estimating the tensor-to-scalar ratio r from CMB polarization observations, which combines the benefits of a full-scale likelihood approach with the tractability of the quadratic delensing technique. This method is a pixel space, all order likelihood analysis of the quadratic delensed B modes, and it essentially builds upon the quadratic delenser by taking into account all order lensing and pixel space anomalies. Its tractability relies on a crucial factorization of the pixel space covariance matrix of the polarization observations which allows one to compute the full Gaussian approximate likelihood profile, as a function of r, at the same computational cost of a single likelihood evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The inflation paradigm has successfully explained the origin of primordial density perturbations that grew into the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies and large scale structure we observe [e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A key prediction of inflation is the background of primordial gravitational waves (GWs) or tensor-mode perturbations [e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , which imprints a unique polarization pattern, called a primordial B mode, on the CMB anisotropies [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Further, detection of a nearly scaleinvariant background of GWs would severely challenge non-inflationary models [e.g. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The strength of primordial gravitational waves or tensor-mode power is commonly quantified by the tensor-to-scalar ratio r. Joint analysis of BICEP2/Keck Array and Planck data yields an upper bound r < 0.12 at 95% confidence level [23] , the bound is slightly tightened when the Planck high-polarization data are included [24] , and BICEP2/Keck Collaboration gives the latest upper bound r < 0.09 at 95% confidence level [25] . Fourth generation experiments, including COrE, LiteBird, and CMB Stage-IV, are expected to constrain r with uncertainty σ(r) 0.001 [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
The primordial B modes are contaminated by several sources: emission from galactic dust and other fore- * zhpan@ucdavis.edu † anderes@ucdavis.edu ‡ lknox@ucdavis.edu grounds [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , instrumental noise, and gravitational lensing of scalar CMB perturbations. The B modes generated by gravitational lensing of the CMB have been detected [23, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The lensed B-mode power spectrum is nearly a constant at small multipoles ( 1000) and therefore manifests as an effective white noise with amplitude ∼ 5 µK-arcmin [46, 47] . For CMB Stage-IV, we expect to decrease the instrumental noise to ∼ 1 µK-arcmin [29] . Then, the lensing B noise (and foregrounds) would become the dominant noise source limiting the primordial B-mode survey.
Fortunately, the lensing B noise is well understood. Up to leading order, one can effectively delense observed B modes by utilizing a quadratic combination of observed E modes and an estimate of the lensing potential field φ est [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . We find that the validity of the quadratic delenser crucially depends on a partial cancellation of higher order lensing terms (see Section IV C for details). However, in the regime of low instrumental noise and small lensing potential field estimate uncertainty, higherorder lensing terms, ignored by the quadratic delensing technique, can have an appreciable effect. These higher order terms not only induce a delensing bias but also contain information on primordial B modes. In addition, experimental complexities such as non-stationary noise and sky cuts become non-trivial for spectral based methods such as the quadratic delenser.
As an alternative, a full-scale likelihood analysis of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r can, in principle, optimally account for all the Gaussian and non-Gaussian information in the CMB observations. Unfortunately, a full likelihood analysis requires computation resources beyond what is available in the near future. In this paper, we introduce a likelihood approximation which is modified from the fullscale likelihood, so as to be computationally tractable.
We start with introducing a Gaussian likelihood incorporating all the 2-point information. A key element of our likelihood analysis is the covariance matrix of the polarization maps. For each data pair (d i , d j ) (d can be Q or U ), its covariance depends on the primordial polarization power spectra C EE and C BB,r , lensing potential field φ(x) (and instrumental noise N QQ and N U U ), where the E-mode power C EE has been well constrained [e.g. 52, 53] , while the primordial B-mode signal has not been detected. Following the prediction of the inflation paradigm, we assume the tensor perturbations to be scale-invariant and Gaussian. Hence all the primordial B-mode information is encoded in the single parameter r, the tensor-to-scalar ratio at k = 0.05 Mpc −1 . Then the covariance matrixΣ r,φ depends on the unknown parameter r and the underlying lensing potential field φ(x), where φ(x) can be estimated from exterior tracers, e.g. cosmic infrared background (CIB) [45, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] or from intrinsic CMB via, e.g. quadratic estimators [59, 60] or Bayesian approach [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . We obtain a covariance matrix Σ r depending only on r by marginalizingΣ r,φ over uncertainties in the lensing potential field estimate φ est . With this full covariance matrix Σ r , it is then straightforward to compute the likelihood of r for given data vector d by approximating d as a Gaussian vector.
In principle, this Gaussian likelihood method can exploit all the 2-point r information from the polarization maps, but usually the computation resource demands are still excessive. For example, to constrain r from some polarization maps with p pixels, we need to compute the full likelihood profile L(r|d) as a function of r, which in practice requires computing the likelihood on a range of r values, say 50 values evenly distributed in the interval [0, 0.2]. For each different r, we need to compute the quadratic form d Σ −1 r d and the determinant det(Σ r ), due to the r dependence of the covariance matrix. In any realistic experiments with p 10 4 , it is a huge amount of work to compute and invert the covariance matrix of dimension 2p × 2p for that many r values, where the factor 2 comes from two observables Q and U on each pixel.
In this paper, we present a modified Gaussian likelihood tailoring the full-scale likelihood analysis so as to be computationally tractable. The method consists of two parts. In the first part, we decompose the covariance matrix Σ r as Σ en + rΣ b , where Σ en is the contribution from E modes and instrumental noise, and rΣ b is the contribution from B modes. This decomposition allows us to compute the covariance Σ r , as a function of r, at the same computational cost of a single covariance matrix computation. In the second part, we suppress data size by tracking only s high signal-to-noise modes, say the large-scale quadratic delensed B modes. We project out the lensing-generated B modes and obtain the delensed modes B del from the polarization data d via a projection matrix v, The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the quadratic delenser and the likelihood based delenser in Section II and Section III, respectively. In Section IV, we apply the two r constraining techniques on simulations mimicking Stage III and IV CMB surveys, and compare their r constraints. We conclude with Section V. For reference, we derive the analytic expression for the covariance matrices of the polarization maps, and the eigenvalue method for inverting large matrices in Appendices A, B and C, respectively.
II. QUADRATIC DELENSER
For simplicity, we assume no contamination of foregrounds throughout this paper. Then the observed B modes can generally be expressed as
where B r , B len , N B are primordial B signal, lensing B noise and instrumental B noise, respectively. To constrain the primordial B signal, delensing is essential, where we obtain an estimate of the lensing B noise and subtract it off from the observed B modes. Here we introduce a quadratic delenser.
Accurate to the leading order of the lensing potential φ , B len is the convolution of the lensing potential and primordial E modes, i.e.,
Usually, the underlying lensing potential is not known a priori, but can be estimated from either intrinsic CMB or from external tracers. From an estimated lensing potential φ est and observed modes E obs , we construct a quadratic estimate of the lensing B noise
where ϕ , = ϕ − ϕ , E obs is the observed E modes (to the lowest order, the difference between lensed E and primordial E can be neglected), and the weighting function f , is to be determined by minimizing the residual, B res = B len − B len,est . If we define the correlation coef-ficient of φ and φ
the optimal weight at leading order was proved to be [47] 
which enables a minimal residual power spectrum
After subtracting off the template B len,est , we obtain a quadratic delensed B-mode map
and its power spectrum
From the delensed B modes, one can better constrain r due to the suppressed lensing B noise. Note that in the evaluation of the residual lensing B power C BB,res of Eq. (6) we have made two approximations: 1) we keep only the linear order lensing in B len ; 2) we completely ignore the lensing in E obs .
III. GAUSSIAN LIKELIHOOD DELENSER
In contrast to the quadratic delenser, the likelihood analysis works on observables Q obs and U obs in pixel space. Concatenating the polarization data on all pixels yields a length-2p data vector
with p being the number of pixels. We first evaluate the covariance matrix of the data vector, which depends on the primordial polarization power spectra C EE and C BB,r , lensing potential field φ(x) (and instrumental noise). With C EE being well-determined, and C BB,r being parametrized by the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, we marginalize the covariance matrixΣ r,φ over uncertainties in φ(x) estimate, and obtain a covariance matrix Σ r depending only on r. Then it is straightforward to compute the approximate likelihood of r for given data d by approximating d as a Gaussian vector, i.e.,
up to a constant term. 
A. Comparison with the Quadratic Delenser
Before delving into the details of the Gaussian likelihood delenser, it would be useful to do a brief comparison with the quadratic delenser (see Table I ):
• The Quadratic Delenser works on the delensed modes B del in Fourier space, and approximates these modes as stationary and Gaussian, i.e.,
where the power spectrum C BB,del , derived in Eq. (8), only takes into account the leading-order in φ. Therefore, the quadratic delenser exploits the 2-point information in a biased way by ignoring the non-stationarity and higher-order lensing in the power spectrum.
• The Gaussian Likelihood Delenser works on the observables d in pixel space, and approximates the data vector d as Gaussian after marginalizing over uncertainties in the φ estimate. In the computation of the covariance matrix Σ r , all-order lensing is taken into account and no stationarity assumption is made. Therefore, the Gaussian likelihood delenser naturally incorporates all the 2-point information.
The Gaussian likelihood is potentially favored in several aspects, but usually is computationally excessive. As explained in the Introduction, the bottleneck of the likelihood analysis is the covariance matrix Σ r related computation, which is of large size 2p × 2p, and is a function of r. Here we introduce a modified Gaussian likelihood method. The method consists of two parts, covariance decomposition and data compression, where the former allows us to compute the covariance matrix Σ r , as a function of r, at the computation cost of a single covariance matrix computation; and the latter allows us to compress the covariance matrix by tracking a small number of high S/N modes.
B. Covariance Decomposition
To avoid repeating the computation of the covariance matrix Σ r for each different r, we find it is possible to sin-gle out the r dependence by decomposing the covariance matrix as
where Σ en is the contribution from E modes and instrumental noise, and rΣ b is the contribution from primordial B modes. With this decomposition, we can obtain the covariance matrix Σ r as a function of r, as long as the r-independent components Σ en and Σ b are obtained. For the covariance decomposition of Eq. (11), we first decompose observables Q obs and U obs as linear combinations of E modes and B modes. Stokes parameters Q and U are related to coordinate independent quantities E and B via [12] [13] [14] 16 ]
We define the following modulated E/B modes
then the observables Q obs and U obs are consequently expressed as
where B 0 denotes fiducial B modes with unity power spectrum C BB,r=1 , tildes denote lensed fields X(x) = X(x + ∇φ(x)) (X = CE, SE, CB, SB), and N Q,U is the Q/U noise.
With above decomposition, we find the data vector d is Gaussian with covarianceΣ r,φ for given r and φ(x), i.e., d ∼ N (0,Σ r,φ ), wherẽ
and the covariance matrix is naturally expressible in the form of Eq. (11), i.e.,
In a more practical case, we only have an estimate of lensing potential φ est which is a noisy version of the true φ , i.e., φ est = φ + n φ , where n φ is the uncertainty of the φ estimate and its power spectrum N φφ is usually an output of the lensing estimator used. For an unbiased estimator with Gaussian uncertainty, one can write n φ ∼ N (0, N φφ ). Then the correlation coefficient of φ and φ est defined in Eq. (4) now is explicitly known as
In this context, one can treat φ est as data and compute the posterior on φ given φ est , i.e.,
with
Therefore a sample φ ∼ P (φ |φ est ) can be writen as
with nφ ∼ N (0, C nφ,nφ ).
MarginalizingΣ r,φ over nφ, we obtain a covariance matrix only depending on r, i.e., Σ r ≡ Σ r,φ nφ , where its analytic form is presented in Appendices A and B. The computation of its inverse matrix Σ −1 r is presented in Appendix C.
C. Data Compression

idea
To compress the data, we project the original length-2p data vector d to a length-s data (s ∼ 500) via a projection matrix v, and apply the likelihood analysis on the projected datad s = (v ) s×2p d 2p . Let Σ r be the covariance matrix of data vector d, then v Σ r v is the covariance matrix of projected data vectord, i.e., d ∼ N (0, Σ r ), andd ∼ N (0, v Σ r v). Then the likelihood of r given projected datad is simply
up to a constant term. The goal is to find a projection matrix v such thatd is highly informative for r. Since the primordial B modes at large scales are less contaminated by the lensing B noise, a natural choice is to project the polarization data to the large-scale quadratic delensed modes defined in Equation (7) 
assuming negligible correlation for different projected vectors. 1 We will confirm the validity of ignoring the cross correlation via simulations in Section IV.
We find that the modified Gaussian likelihood method works better if we incorporate the same number of E modes and delensed B modes in each projected vector, i.e.,
projection matrix
In this subsection, we focus on the computation of the projection matrix. As described in Section II, the quadratic delenser is actually a linear operator, i.e.,
Eq.(7)
1 The large-scale delensed B modes are no longer the highest S/N modes, when foregrounds, contaminating the primordial B modes more at large scales, are considered. Our methodology is flexible. In principle, modes could be selected that minimizes noise and residual foreground contamination.
Therefore we can formally write the quadratic delensing as (B del ) 2p = P 2p×2p d 2p , where P is a concatenation of the three linear operations above, and its matrix elements can be found by recording the impulse response of the delensed modes to each element in the data vector. For example, we first do the quadratic delensing to a "data vector" δ 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) 2p and denote the corresponding delensed modes as (B del | δ1 ), i.e.,
where (B del | δ1 ) is obtained via delensing of Eq. (24) . In this way, we obtain the matrix P.
It is clear that the projection matrices of vectors i B del correspond to row blocks of P. Explicitly, we write (
and therefore we obtain (v b )
i can be obtained in a similar way.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we apply the quadratic delenser and the modified Gaussian likelihood method on CMB polarization simulations, and compare the resulting r constraints. The fiducial cosmology we use is a flat ΛCDM cosmology with a baryon density ω b = 0.02246, a cold dark matter density ω c = 0.1185, a reionization optical depth τ = 0.1283, an angular size of sound horizon at recombination 100θ = 1.0410, an amplitude and a spectral index of the primordial scalar the perturbation power spectrum 10 9 A s = 2.1333, n s = 0.9686, and a tensor-to-scalar ratio r in the range of [0.001, 0.1]. For each different r, we simulate 500 realizations of primordial polarization fields Q(x) and U (x), then lense these fields via the same lensing potential field φ(x). All the power spectra used in simulations are computed from the Boltzmann code CLASS [66] .
A. Two Surveys
We consider a survey strategy consisting of two different surveys of the same area of sky, differing in angular resolution. The main goal of the higher-resolution survey is to allow for a reconstruction of the lensing potential. Such reconstructions benefit from reaching an angular scale comparable to the typical lensing deflection angle of ∼ 2 arcmin. In contrast, the primordial B-mode signal is on fairly large angular scales of greater than a degree. In principal, one high-resolution survey could be used both for the lensing reconstruction and for sensitivity to the primordial B-mode signal. However, there are advantages to using a survey dedicated to the large-scale signals. These advantages do not appear in the idealized analyses that we perform here, as they are related to systematic error control and foreground cleaning, as we now explain briefly. The large-scale survey can be achieved with a smaller telescope with a simplified optics chain. Having a smaller telescope facilitates boresight rotation, which BICEP2/Keck have used for null tests to bound certain systematic errors. Foreground cleaning is also likely to be more of a challenge at larger angular scales than it is for the smaller-angular scales with the bulk of the lensing information, and serves as a further driver of differences in optimal design for the two surveys. For these reasons a two-survey approach is likely to be a part of the strawman concepts for the CMB Stage-IV instrument soon to emerge from the CMB Stage-IV Concept Definition Taskforce.
In this paper, we simulate three scenarios. We consider a scenario 'N' in which the B-mode instrument noise power is larger than the B-mode lensing power, and two scenarios 'La' and 'Lb' with the opposite situation. The more sensitive scenarios La and Lb are motivated by potential CMB-S4 scenarios. Each scenario consists of two surveys, a high-resolution survey for φ reconstruction and a low-resolution survey capturing the B-mode signal, covering the same patch of the sky (see Table II for the survey configurations in detail). For the high-resolution surveys, the lensing potential reconstruction noise expected from the EB quadratic estimator [59, 60, 67] is shown in Figure 2 .
B. r Constraints
For each simulated CMB realization, we first reconstruct the lensing potential field from the φ survey (high resolution survey) using the EB quadratic estimator, then use the reconstructed lensing field φ est (x) to delense the low resolution polarization maps using the quadratic delenser (Section II) and the modified Gaussian likelihood method (Section III), and finally compare their r constraints from the two delensers.
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In Figure 3 , we show the detection level r/σ(r) and bias level Bias(r)/r obtained from the quadratic delenser and from the modified Gaussian likelihood method, where σ(r) and Bias(r) are the standard error and the average bias of the 500 best-fit r values (from 500 CMB realizations), respectively. For Scenario N, both methods obtain similar r detection levels, while the modified Gaussian likelihood method shows its advantages in the Scenario La and Lb. We find that in the regime of low map noise ( 1 µK-arcmin), the bias of the modified Gaussian likelihood method is appreciably smaller than that of the quadratic delenser (see next subsection for the detailed bias analysis for the quadratic delenser).
For Scenario La with map noise ∆ T = 1 µK-arcmin and sky coverage f sky = 2.7%, we expect to detect the primordial B-mode signal at ∼ 1 σ level for r = 0.001 and at ∼ 15 σ level for r = 0.1. The lower noise Scenario Lb with map noise ∆ T = 0.5 µK-arcmin and the same sky coverage, only marginally increases the detection level, due to the saturation of cosmic variance.
C. Bias Analysis for the Quadratic Delenser
In this subsection, we aim to quantify the bias of the quadratic delenser introduced by ignoring the lensing in E modes and higher order lensing in B modes. 3 For clarity, we use the following notation to denote the connection between lensed and primordial variables E = E + δE from E + δE from B , B = B + δB from E + δB from B , (27) where δX from Y is the lensing in (lensed) X from (primordial) Y . In addition, δE from B and δB from B are much smaller than their counterparts δE from E and δB from E , so we simply ignore them in this subsection.
(i) First we do a null test. In accordance with the two approximations made in the quadratic delenser (Section II), we completely drop lensing in E modes and only keep linear order lensing in B modes, i.e., we simulate polarization maps assuming E obs = E + N E and B obs = B + δ 1 B from E + N B , where N E/B is the E/B map noise, and δ 1 B from E is the linear order lensing in B from E. As expected, we find the quadratic delenser is not biased in this con- 3 In principle, ignoring the non-stationarity of the delensed B modes also induces some bias to the r constraint. But we will see this bias is negligible.
text ( Figure 4 , black/solid lines).
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(ii) To scrutinize the bias introduced by ignoring lensing in E modes, we keep all order lensing in E modes and linear order lensing in B modes, i.e., we simulate polarization maps assuming E obs = E+δE from E +N E and B obs = B r +δ 1 B from E +N B . In this context, the quadratic delenser is highly biased ( Figure 4 , green/bar lines).
(iii) In the same way, to test the bias introduced by ignoring high order lensing terms in B modes, we ignore lensing in E modes and keep all order lensing in B modes, i.e., we do simulations assuming E obs = E + N E and B obs = B + δB from E + N B . In this context, we also find the quadratic delenser is highly biased. More interestingly, we find that the 4 From the null test, where we ignore the non-stationarity of the delensed B modes, we conclude that the bias induced by ignoring the non-stationarity is negligible. 5 Comparing the detection level of the null test (solid line in the left panel of Figure 4) , and the detection level of the modified Gaussian likelihood (solid line in the second panel of Figure 3 ), we find the two matches exactly. Therefore, we confirm the validity of the two major approximations used in the modified Gaussian likelihood: only keeping a few projected data vectors, and igoring the cross relation between different projected data vectors. bias level almost exactly matches that of ignoring lensing in E modes ( Figure 4 , blue/dashed lines).
(iv) The final step is to check the interaction between the two bias terms from (iii) and (iv). For this purpose, we keep all order lensing in E modes and all order lensing in B modes, i.e., we simulate polarization maps assuming E obs = E + δE from E + N E , and B obs = B + δB from E + N B . We find that the two bias contributions cancel to a high precision and therefore the net bias is strongly suppressed (Figure 4 , red/dots).
To make sense of the bias cancellation, we do a simple magnitude analysis. In the quadratic delenser, we delense the B modes via a quadratic template subtraction B res = B from E − E obs * φ est , and assume a residual power spectrum C BB,res = |δ 1 B from E − E * φ est | 2 , where * denotes the convolution defined in Equation (2, 3) , in the δ 1 B from E term we ignore the second (and higher) order lensing in B modes δ 2 B from E , and in the E * φ term we ignore the difference of E and E. Therefore the template subtraction used has an error δ 2 B from E − δ 1 E from E * φ, where both error terms are of the same order O(Eφ 2 ) considering that
and
To summarize, in the quadratic delenser,
we have ignored lensing in E modes and high order lensing in B modes when estimating the residual power spectrum |B res | 2 . We find that each of the two approximation introduces a strong bias in the r estimate, while the two bias contributions cancel to a high precision, and the validity of the quadratic delenser sensitively depends on the cancellation.
According to the above analysis, the bias in the residual power estimate in principle is independent of primordial B-mode signal B r , therefore we naively expect a r-independent bias Bias(r) and therefore a bias level Bias(r)/r decaying with growing r, which is indeed the behavior we observe for r 0.01 (Figure 3 and 4) . But the bias level does not dies down for even greater r, since the r constraints become more sensitive to higher frequency regime where the bias is stronger. Here we give an informal analysis of the bias level behavior. From a single delensed B modes B del , we can estimate the primordial B-mode power spectrum with root variance ∆C = C BB,r + C BB,res + N BB , and consequently estimate r with mean value
and with root variance σ (r) = ∆C /C BB,r=1 . These estimators from different modes can be added with inversevariance weighting r est = W r est , where
It is straightforward to understand that W (r) increases with r for large | | where C BB,res +N BB dominates ∆C , and decreases with r for small | | where C BB,r dominates ∆C . In addition, we know that the quadratic delenser is a biased estimator, i.e.,
where r bias increases with | |. Therefore, we have r est = W r est = r + W (r)r bias = r + Bias(r), with Bias(r) increasing with r. It also explains the increasing bias level Bias(r) with decreasing map noise N BB (see Figure 3 ). Note that we do not expect the quadratic delenser to exactly match the inverse-variance weighted estimator described above, but the latter should a good proxy for interpreting the bias behavior.
D. Non-stationary Noise
The modified Gaussian likelihood works not only as a correction to the quadratic template subtraction estimator, but also shows its advantage in dealing with realistic experiment complexities, e.g., non-stationary noise and sky cuts. Here we explore an example of non-stationary noise with pixel dependent noise, i.e., n(x)n(y) = σ 2 (x)∆ 2 P δ D (x − y), with ∆ P = √ 2 ∆ T = √ 2 µK-arcmin, and σ(x) a pixel-dependent modulation ( Figure 5 ). We expect the likelihood based estimator to work robustly in the presence of non-stationary noise, as long as we take the pixel dependent noise into account when calculating the covariance matrix of noise (see Appendix B). But the non-stationary noise becomes troublesome for the quadratic delenser in Fourier space. 6 In the case of non-stationary noise, the noise power spectrum loses the protection of symmetry, i.e, n n = N , now depends on both multipoles instead of their linear combination , . If we were to correctly use the quadratic delenser, then the residual power evaluation in Equation (6) becomes difficult, and is out of the scope of this paper. Here we simply (but incorrectly) assume the stationary noise power spectrum in Equation (6) , and test how the non-stationary noise biases the r constraint from the quadratic delenser.
Applying the two estimators on simulations with nonstationary noise, we find that the modified Gaussian likelihood method works as well as in the case of stationary noise, while the quadratic delenser is significantly biased (Figure 5 ).
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Delensing is a crucial part for future CMB experiments aiming to detect a primordial B-mode signal. Up to linear order, one can effectively delense observed B-modes by utilizing a quadratic combination of observed E-modes and an estimate of the lensing potential. This is the underlying idea of the quadratic delenser. However, in the regime of small map noise, the lensing in E modes, and higher order lensing in B modes ignored by the quadratic delenser, significantly bias the r constraint. We investigated the bias induced by each of the two approximations via simulations, finding that each of two approximations induce a large bias, while the two bias terms partly cancel and therefore the net bias is moderately suppressed. The validity of the quadratic delenser sensitively depends on the cancellation.
Alternatively, a full-scale likelihood analysis of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r can, in principle, optimally account for all the r information in the CMB observations and remedy possible bias problems. Unfortunately, a full likelihood analysis requires computation resources beyond what is available in the near future. In this paper, we presented a modified Gaussian likelihood method. This method consists of two parts, covariance decomposition and data compression. In the first part, we decomposed the covariance matrix in the form of Σ r = Σ en + rΣ b , which allows us to compute the covariance matrix Σ r , as a function of r, at the computational cost of a single covariance matrix evaluation. In the second part, we compressed the data size by keeping only s ∼ 500 high signal-to-noise modes, say the largescale quadratic delensed B modes. We obtained these B modes from polarization data d via a projection matrix v, ( 0 B del ) s = (v ) s×2p d 2p , and applied the likelihood analysis on the projected data vector. This method can be naturally extended to incorporate higher frequency modes.
Finally, we applied the quadratic delenser and the modified Gaussian likelihood method on simulated CMB observations mimicking experiments of Scenario N, La, and Lb, and compare the resulting r constraints. We found that, the two methods have similar performance in constraining r for Scenario N, while the quadratic delenser does not perform as well for the lower-noise Scenario La and Lb due to a strong r constraint bias in the regime of low map noise. For Scenario La, we expected to detect the primordial B-mode signal at ∼ 1σ level for r = 0.001, and at ∼ 15σ level for r = 0.1, from the modified Gaussian likelihood method. For Scenario Lb with even lower map noise and the same sky coverage, the Non-stationary noise modulation detection level only marginally increases due to the saturation of cosmic variance. Therefore it would be valuable to optimize the survey configurations (∆ T , f sky ) for the coming CMB experiments given a fixed amount of survey time [29] . We also explored the impact of realistic experiment complexities: in the presence of non-stationary noise, the modified Gaussian likelihood method also works robustly as long as we slightly modify the noise covariance matrix to take into account the pixel dependent noise.
